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Elaine Hebard: Our next presenter is Jason Hansen. He’s a graduate student, and he is the only 
one formally dressed here. That’s how you tell—the graduate student is the one with the tie. 
 
Jason Hansen: Let me say a note on that while the presentation is loading: at the last presentation 
I was at, everybody was in ties and I was not, so I didn’t want to feel sheepish this time. I’m 
Jason Hansen, a PhD student in Economics here at the University of New Mexico and I’m a 
natural resource economist, and my primary interest is in issues that relate to water. So I 
appreciate the opportunity to be at the discussion today. 
 
When I first heard the topic was the subprime mortgage crisis and how that related to water, I 
was a little puzzled. I thought, ‘Are we implying that the mortgage crisis was caused by water 
issues?’ I wasn’t exactly sure what that relationship meant. But after a few e-mail 
correspondences, I realized what we’re looking at here are the parallels between the water crisis 
and the mortgage crisis. I thought quite a bit about that and some of the things I see as being 
water crises I can connect to some of the parallels in the mortgage crisis. That’s what I’d like to 
look at today. 

 
When we think about home ownership, or the dream of everybody having a home—that’s the 
American dream, that everybody should have a home—we have to think back to the Homestead 
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Act of 1862, that came out [under] President Lincoln. What it said was that 160 acres of federal 
land would be allocated to settlers. That land was initially located just beyond the Thirteen 
Colonies along the eastern seaboard; beyond that is this vast, western expanse. In the east, there 
was enough rain for irrigation; there was enough rain for people to make a living on those 160 
acres that were available. West of the 100th meridian, or the meridian that pretty much separates 
the wet part of the county from the dry part of the country, it’s a little different. In the west it was 
estimated that without irrigation or improvements, five cows could subsist on the 160 acres. So 
part of the plan was that in order to get that 160 acres, you had to make improvements to the 
land, which came by way of water. 
 
So that brought us to the Carey Act, which was the first act that allowed private entities to start 
diverting water. It allowed for canal companies to be formed; it allowed for private companies to 
divert water and sell that water so people could irrigate their land. A million acres in each of the 
eleven western states were set aside under the Homestead Act, and the Carey Act was what 
allowed private funding to start allocating that water. By 1888, in between those two timeframes, 
it was estimated that most of the lowland areas in the western United States—areas that were 
relatively close to a water source—had already been irrigated. So they saw this need—they 
needed to divert water; they needed to get water to the bench areas, to the highline areas. 
 
Then came the Reclamation Act, where allocation of water really started. In sixteen western 
states, huge diversions of water started taking place—the Shoshone Project in Wyoming; I think 
the Big Thompson Project in Colorado might have been part of that; the Yakima Project in 
Washington. So these big federal water projects started as early as 1902 with the Reclamation 
Act. 
 
So what is going on here? We’ve established the dream of home ownership, we’ve established 
everybody being entitled to a parcel of land, but in order to make that land profitable, water was 
needed, so water diversions started. What did that lead to? Well, we developed kind of a unique 
philosophy of water in the western U.S. Primarily, we came up with supply-side management of 
water. We recognized there was going to be growth, we recognized that people were coming, and 
so there were projects to build diversions: divert the water and people would come. That was 
followed by economic development, so water was really cheap. People didn’t have to pay for 
water. In a lot of cases, the federal government wanted people to colonize the west and so water 
projects had been heavily subsidized. From the beginning, we start off with this idea of water not 
really needing to be paid for because the government would provide that. We developed some 
unique philosophies, particularly the ‘greening of the west,’ or ‘making the desert bloom.’ 
Agriculture became a huge part of that greening of the west, and so, as many of you are probably 
aware, agriculture is the biggest consumer of water in the western U.S. One statistic I read said 
that 60% of that water comes from reservoirs and surface water, while 40% of it comes from 
groundwater. So, the greening of the west did take place, and we farmed on the margin—in other 
words, we moved farming to the edge of what would have been possible otherwise because of 
these diversion projects.  
 
What we’re left with are consequences of development in the west. We’ve got this idea that 
water should be cheap, that people have this belief it’s an inherent right—whether it’s a God-
given right or an inalienable right, however you want to think about it—people have the 



perception that water shouldn’t have to be paid for. It’s okay to charge for the distribution of 
water, but the value of water itself is not largely captured in the price. The other thing we’re left 
with is a dichotomy between supply management and economic development. Water projects 
came as a result of supply management rather than what the economics were demanding. So 
we’ve got this idea that water is undervalued, or that it should be relatively cheap, and the 
parallel to the mortgage crisis is that ‘everybody deserves a home.’ How is that possible? Well, 
mortgages were made affordable for people just like water was made affordable for people 
without having to pay for the full cost of the water. 

 
[slide] Okay, so we have some misperceptions about what the price should be for water, and 
again, that gets back to the parallel with the mortgage crisis: that everybody should be entitled to 
a mortgage. 
 

Water pricing misperceptions 

 
 
[slide] So in economics, we talk about economic efficiency. We’re concerned with efficient 
solutions and we find those through the relationship of marginal benefit to marginal cost. What is 
this idea of marginal? ‘Marginal’ is the value of the next unit consumed. We’re talking about the 
next acre-foot of water—what’s the marginal value of consuming that next acre-foot and how 
does that relate to the marginal cost? Where those two are equal—where marginal benefits are 
equal to marginal costs—that’s what we call an economically efficient solution.  
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Then it becomes necessary to talk about what the benefits of water are. Obviously, if you’re a 
homeowner, the benefits are having water in your house. The benefit is being able to turn the tap 
on and have a clean, safe, reliable water source. If you’re an agricultural person using water for 
irrigation, it’s an input to your production; it allows you to earn a profit on the land. If you’re a 
developer, if you’ve got water rights that are available you can expand, create houses and make a 
profit on those houses. The benefits are pretty straightforward. It’s pretty easy for all of us to 
think of the benefits we each get from consuming water. 
 
What about the costs? First off, we think of the distribution costs. How much is it going to cost 
to get the water there? If we’re running a pump, how much does it cost to get the water out of the 
ground? If we have to acquire surface rights, how much does it cost to get those rights? That 
might be the first idea we think of when we talk about costs.  
 
But is that the only cost we should think of? In economics, another cost we’re largely concerned 
with are ‘opportunity’ costs. In terms of water, if we use water today, that’s water that’s not 
going to be available for use in the future, so water use today comes at a cost to the future—it’s 
water we’re not going to have in the future. So, opportunity costs are cost we have to account 
for. What about environmental costs? Water that’s taken out of the river, diverted from the 
river—there are some environmental costs that we incur by diverting and using the water, so 
that’s another cost that has to be incorporated when we think about what the cost is. 
 
So when we get back to this idea about marginal benefit and marginal cost, water price really 
reflects the marginal benefit. That’s what we have to pay. In order for us to be economically 
efficient, the price that we pay should be equal to all marginal costs. What’s the crises? All 
marginal costs are not necessarily—and, I would argue, for the most part are not reflected—in 
the price that we pay for water. The scarcity value of water—water that’s used today we aren’t 
going to be able to use that tomorrow—that’s largely not accounted for in price. Environmental 
costs of using water are largely not accounted for in price. So there are a lot of costs that are 
incurred by use of water. Whether it’s for agriculture, or for housing, for development, you name 
it, you think of what your pet peeve water use is and you can think of all sorts of marginal costs 
that exist from the use of that water that are not reflected in the price. 
 
So what does that say? It says that as long as price is not equal to marginal costs, we’re not at an 
economic efficient solution. As long as price is less than all marginal costs, intuitively, what do 
you think that means? If you get a marginal benefit that’s greater than the marginal cost of the 
water use, what are you going to do? You are going to use more water. That’s what a rational 
economic agent would do. As long as prices say that the marginal benefit is greater than the 
marginal cost of water use, as a rational economic agent, you should use more water. That’s what 
economic theory says should happen. 
 
Now it becomes necessary to talk about who the users are. Are we only concerned with spatial 
allocation of water? Are we concerned with allocation between urban users, agricultural users, 
and environmental needs in a spatial setting, in a current frame or current time setting? Or do we 
think about future generations of water use? That’s also a cost that’s not necessarily reflected in 
price. Again, it’s the idea of the scarcity value of water not being reflected in price. Future users 
will have some dependency on water—whether it’s the same dependency that we have, we don’t 



know yet, because the future hasn’t happened—but future users have some need for water also, 
and our use of the water imposes a cost on them by reducing the use that they’ll have. So it 
comes back to this idea of price equals marginal costs, or marginal benefit equals marginal cost. 
 
So building on this idea of economic efficiency, we’re left with, ‘Where’s the highest value of 
the water?’ From an economic perspective we would think that water should be transferred to it 
highest value uses, and intuitively we would suspect that that comes by way of urban water use.  
 
The New Mexico Environmental Department conducts a survey periodically, every two years, of 
water systems across New Mexico. Their survey is for about 102 systems, and then, in some 
research work I did a couple of years ago with Professor Chermak, we looked at a few more 
water systems, so I’ve got a survey of 149 water systems. What we’re looking at here is the 
percentage of systems—this graph is an illustration of how communities across New Mexico 
value water. I’ve converted into acre-feet because that’s a common [metric?] for us to talk about.  
 
So, in greater than 60% of the communities served by water systems, at least in this survey, their 
value for water is around $1,000 an acre-foot. So this bandwidth here starts at $300 and goes up 
to $1,300, and we have $1,000 right in the middle. So 60% of the water systems in the survey 
charge a price to their customers [equivalent to] $1,000 per acre-foot of water. On a gallon level, 
what does that translate to? A thousand dollars per acre-foot translates to three tenths of one cent 
per gallon. Two thousand dollars per acre-foot is six tenths of one cent per gallon, and so forth, 
as you see on the scale there.  
 
So let’s think back to this idea of a marginal benefit and a marginal cost, and let’s look at $1,000. 
We have three tenths of one cent per gallon of water. Let’s think about decisions that a person 
makes in the course of a day. How much does it cost to take a five-minute shower? Well, a five-
minute shower costs four cents. Again, keep in the back of your mind this idea of marginal 
benefits and marginal costs. The marginal benefit of the shower, especially for those who have to 
associate with you, is greater than the four-cent cost you incur on your utility bill to pay for that 
shower. What are the costs that are reflected in there? Well, that’s another discussion. What 
about a car wash? What does it cost to wash your car? About thirty cents. We could go down 
through there and look at another example. How much do leaks in the average home cost per 
month? Leaks in the average home cost about a dollar fifty. What about—Albuquerque’s had a 
program for rebating toilets so I was curious what a high-flow toilet would cost. Each flush costs 
about two cents. Let’s think about that in terms of marginal benefit and marginal cost and where 
the incentives are? As long as a person can shower for five minutes at a cost of four cents, or 
flush the toilet at two cents per flush, or wash their car at thirty cents, or pay a dollar-fifty extra 
on their water bill so they don’t have to fix the leaks, are the economics being factored into the 
decision-making process? Are the costs being reflected in the marginal benefit of the 
consumption?  
 
I would argue that the answer is ‘no,’ that the marginal benefit of a shower, a car wash, of not 
having to fix the leaks, is obviously greater than the cost of producing those services. So the idea 
of marginal benefit versus marginal cost is out of whack. We’re not being economically efficient 
with the way we consume water because we’re not given the incentive to. No rational economic 
agent would, of their own volition, try to conserve water if they were looking strictly at the 



pricing structure, because the costs are not reflected in the prices that we pay. So that’s an 
important thing to recognize—what are the incentives? 
 

 
 
The next thing that’s interesting is there’s a water database that’s collected by the Bren School of 
Natural Resource and Economics at UC Santa Barbara where they’ve recorded data from the 
water strategists of water transactions from 1987 through 2008 for the western United States. I 
think it’s twelve western states. So I took out data pertaining to New Mexico.  
 
So let’s look at how urban values compare when water is transferred from agricultural markets to 
urban markets? This whole graph is basically shifted to the right from the value we saw in the 
previous slide. What does that say? it says that nearly 25% of the transfers from agricultural 
water to urban water have a value of about $2,000 per acre-foot. I’ve converted all these to 2008 
dollars for comparison. So we’ve shifted everything to the right. As we think about sources of 
water, whoever the managers are that are acquiring the water, they place a greater value on the 
supply than they do on the distribution, so the consumer is not seeing the price of the water being 
reflected in the bill that they have to pay. it costs more—this is an example of paying more for 
water, for water acquisitions, than what’s reflected to the urban user. 
 
What about when we look at urban-to-urban transfers? Well, this distribution more closely 
reflects what we saw on the previous slide of the urban value of water, the price the customers 
have to pay. About 35% of urban-to-urban transfers go at a price somewhere between zero and a 
thousand dollars, and at between a thousand and two thousand dollars for the next 35%. So it’s 
not identical to what the urban value of water was on the previous slide, but it’s a little more 
similar. 
 



What about environmental values? That’s also a recognized concern. If we look at when 
agriculture transfers water to environmental use, environmental uses get a pretty good deal 
relative to what urban users have to pay. Greater than 80% of the agricultural transfers to 
environmental uses come in the price range of between zero and a thousand dollars per acre-foot. 
There have been a few water transfers from urban use to environmental use. Environmental 
values really get a good deal when you look at that because environmental transfers from urban 
water use—so now the scale is a little different, it’s much smaller—nearly 80% of the urban-to-
environmental transfers come at a price of a hundred dollars per acre-foot. So again, we’ve got to 
ask the question: is marginal benefit equal to marginal cost? 

 
The consequence of marginal benefits not being equal to marginal costs are, relating back to our 
mortgage crisis scenario, foreclosure. One of the foreclosures we can likely expect is with water 
infrastructure. The Water Infrastructure Network has estimated that the difference between what 
is needed for water distribution, water treatment, and water services versus what is allocated in a 
given year is $23 billion. This is across the entire United States. Over the next twenty years they 
project that cost to be $2 trillion. That’s the difference between what’s needed and what’s 
allocated for transmission for water projects. Water Infrastructure Network is not the only one 
that has estimated pretty significant numbers. EPA estimates range from $485 billion to $896 
billion over the same timeframe—twenty years. The Congressional Budget Office [did a] similar 
study and their numbers are a little more conservative: $25 billion to $424 billion. 
 
So one of the impending foreclosures relating to the water crisis is water infrastructure. If water 
is not priced to account for distribution and transmission costs, we see these kinds of gaps, and 
New Mexico is by no means immune from that. 
 
For a different research [project] that I worked on, I looked at the capital outlay requests for nine 
counties from the 2007 legislature, and I broke down the requests according to transmission 
needs, storage needs, treatment, and other needs. The ‘other’ is source water acquisitions, 
feasibility studies, and things of that nature. I just looked at these nine counties that made 
requests of these dollar amounts—this is in millions of dollars from the 2007 legislature. You 
can see that across these nine counties, $150 million was requested. Now, I realize you have to 
take those numbers with a grain of salt; legislative capital outlay requests could be sort of a Santa 
Claus wish list: ask for everything and hopefully you’ll get something. But the other thing it can  
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indicate is a sort of feel for how water infrastructure is [faring] across New Mexico. So again, 
$150 million requested, $17.4 million allocated. Roughly twelve cents of every dollar that’s 
needed was allocated from the state legislature. What are the implications of that? Well, one of 
two things. First of all, it illustrates the ability or desire of the legislature to allocate to water 
projects. Keep in mind that 2007 was the declared Year of Water in New Mexico, and twelve 
cents of every dollar requested was allocated, at least for water projects in these nine counties. 
The second thing that it illustrates is that if these are actual needs that communities in these 
counties are incurring, and they’re not receiving the money they needs from the government—
from the state our other granting institutions—then the needs for infrastructure there could be 
mounting. 

 
One of the implications is that 5% of the production goes to leaks, to water leaks. I think 
Albuquerque production in 2007 was about 32 billion gallons. At 32 billion gallons of 
production with 5% of leaks, 6,565 average New Mexico households could be supplied with 
water that was lost to leaks. Okay. Here we’ve got water infrastructure—we’re on the verge of 
foreclosure in terms of water infrastructure, we’re not funding water infrastructure, and if we had 
pipes that didn’t leak, there’s enough supply in what’s lost for 6500 homes. That’s not the only 
consequence of water leaks. As many of you may be aware, at Paseo del Norte there was a big 
sinkhole that opened up on January 26 of this year, and Paseo del Norte was shut down for two 
or three days while the repair was taking place. So water infrastructure is an impending 
foreclosure in terms of the water crisis. Water that’s not priced to cover the cost of repair or 
replacement causes water infrastructure problems. 
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The second impending water foreclosure, I would argue, is in terms of scarcity. Scarcity is the 
situation in which unlimited wants exceed the limited resources available to fulfill those wants. 
Scarcity is a relative thing. It’s relative in the fact of what drives scarcity. The amount of 
resources drives scarcity and the amount of wants also drives scarcity. If we’re in the most 
severe of drought years but there’s only a handful of people living in the Middle Rio Grande, is 
there really a scarcity as long as they’ve got enough water in the river for a few people? Probably 
not, so scarcity is a relative term.  
 
But let’s think about what scarcity means. We saw with Elaine’s presentation a few minutes ago 
the impacts of climate change. The study that she referred to also estimated that in New Mexico, 
between 2003 and 2007, the average temperature in New Mexico was 1.3 degrees warmer than it 
had been in the entire 20th century average. So in four years, the temperature was warmer than 
the twenty-year average. That means that we can likely expect reduced supplies in terms of 
water.  
 
The other elephant in the room, though, is increased water demand. The U.S. Census Bureau has 
predicted that between the year 2000 and 2030, it’s likely that the western United States will see 
a 46% increase in population—46% more people making decisions where the marginal benefit of 
their water use is greater than the marginal cost of their water use! So when we’re expecting to 
see reduced supplies, as I was talking about with Professor Thompson the other day, increased 
water demand is a serious problem, especially when we think about what is likely to happen in 
the western United States. 

 
Lastly, what are the tough questions that have to be asked?  
 
First of all, we have low prices that we have to deal with. If we want to reconcile the water crisis, 
the easy answer is, ‘Price it efficiently.’ But what are the costs that are associated with that? The 
environmental costs, the scarcity costs, what are the costs that need to be contributive?  
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The next implication we’ve got is aging and failing infrastructure. We’ve got 46% more people 
going to be depending on infrastructure that’s currently failing. Sixty-five hundred people 
[households?] could live off the water that’s being lost in Albuquerque alone. So infrastructure 
and the leaks that are associated with infrastructure could be a source of significant supply, just if 
the leaks were stopped—simply stopping the leaks.  
 
The next source of uncertainty is that we’ve got an uncertain supply. What sorts of sources are 
people going to be willing to use? In Cloudcroft, Professor Thompson and others have worked 
on a reuse project where they’re treating water that goes through the house, they’re treating it 
and it’s going back into the house. That’s a question that’s going to have to be asked as we 
continue to see less and less supply and gigantic increases in demand, new sources is going to be 
a question that we have to move to. Use less. This is the idea of conservation. I would argue that 
there are diminishing returns to conservation. You can only ask citizens to conserve so much. At 
some point, their basic needs have to be met. Although it might be a significantly smaller amount 
than they’re currently using, once they get to that bottom threshold, then what? Then you can’t 
ask them to conserve any more. If they’re already at their minimum of consumption levels, you 
can’t ask them to conserve any more, so there are diminishing returns to conservation. 
 
What I want to conclude with is the difference between economics and politics. In economics, 
it’s pretty easy for us to say what’s the efficient solution, where marginal benefit is equal to 
marginal cost. As long as the price of the water reflects all of the costs, as we’ve discussed 
briefly, that’s an efficient solution. Is that politically feasible? The difference between economics 
and politics is that economics asks the efficient solution, and politics asks the popular solution. 
It’s not popular to charge prices for water where the full cost is reflected. There are equity 
concerns for low-income users. There are cultural beliefs that water should be free. There are all 
sorts of political reasons why we don’t move to the economic solution.  
 
Anyway, that’s my take on the parallels between the mortgage crisis and the water crisis. As one 
last little plug for economics, some professors are conducting some experiments relating to the 
price of water. It’s a paid experiment, so if you participate, you get compensated for it. There’s a 
little flyer outside if you are interested in participating. 
 
 


